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It seems that brand loyalty is on the endangered species list in today’s marketing ecosystem. The rate
at which competitors appear and lure customers away with enticing promotions makes brand loyalists
rarer than ever, and even more valuable. If brand loyalty refers to a person who repeatedly makes
purchases from the same vendors, are they really loyal to the brand, or is their behaviour motivated by
convenience?
Marketers understand that cultivating a brand-loyal customer base is the holy grail of their efforts. The
last link in the value chain that begins with need, followed by awareness and consideration, is brand
loyalty, and it is increasingly difficult to attain. The value of brand loyalty to a vendor is immense.
Making loyalists out of just 5% more customers would lead, on average, to an increase in profit per
customer of between 25-100%. For this reason, brand loyalty merits study and investment, because it
is difficult to attain and it’s under constant attack from the brand-switching tactics of competitors.
This How-To Guide will explain brand loyalty, how it’s measured, and the influences of the digital age
on brand loyalty, conclude with a detailed action plan on how to improve brand loyalty for your
business.

What Is “Brand Loyalty”?
When considering what a brand is, many people associate a brand with a logo. A product or company
logo is certainly the visual identity of a brand, one for which we hope customers and prospects have
good awareness. When it comes to brand loyalty, however, we’re talking about an experience with a
brand that goes beyond awareness and enters the realm of emotion. Brand loyalty, then, is a certain
way of feeling about a brand, and the relational commitment those feelings produce. The dominant
emotional driver in these relationships is trust. Brands therefore are really “trustmarks” in the eyes of a
brand loyalist.
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The feelings of trust are the key ingredient in brand loyalty. On the surface, we might observe a
customer repeatedly purchase from a vendor and assume we were witnessing brand loyalty in action.
As an indicator of brand loyalty, however, such behaviour isn’t always accurate. Variables such as
convenience, vendor lock-in, and a lack of competition can masquerade as brand loyalty. This “spurious
loyalty” isn’t the goal of a brand strategy.
The brand loyalty to which vendors aspire exists when customers intentionally, consciously and
repeatedly purchase from the same vendor. This loyalty is characterised by customers who will seek the
brand out, overcoming most convenience and pricing barriers while disregarding the competition. These
customers have a high opinion of the brand, and are not only loyal to it, but will defend it to critics. Often,
there is a connotation of social status associated with loyalty, allowing a specific brand to attract and
keep customers who desire association with the brand, its values and followers. At its deepest level,
brand loyalists will even consciously choose products of lesser quality because of their attachment to
the brand.

Measuring Brand Loyalty
Brand loyalty is difficult to measure precisely, but some broad measurement categories exist:
retention, repurchase and referral. We will examine each of these categories to understand how they
can serve as brand loyalty indicators.
Retention is the most crucial factor to cultivating brand loyalty. Unless a company is able to keep its
customers, it cannot achieve any degree of brand loyalty. The impact of increasing the retention rate
directly impacts the bottom line. According to Reichheld, a 5% increase in customer retention has
the potential to increase profits by 35 to 95% depending on the type of business. The good news is
that it doesn’t take a delighted customer a long time to develop loyalty to a brand–a single, positive
experience can create that attachment. The bad news, however, is that customers can leave as
quickly as they come, and when they defect for any reason, the brand-loyalty benefits they provide
go with them. Even worse, customers who leave a brand often become vocal detractors of that
brand. Any hope of growing a customer into a brand loyalist rests first on the foundation of customer
retention. For this reason, some measurement of retention is a necessary part of any set of brandloyalty metrics. A company that seeks to increase its base of loyal brand followers that is also
experiencing a retention problem needs to first figure out how to stop the bleeding.
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Repurchase is another broad measurement category that can provide a good indicator of customer
loyalty to a brand. It seems pretty intuitive that customers who repeatedly purchase from a solution
provider have some sort of attachment to it. However, it’s important that repurchase activity work as an
indicator of true loyalty, and not spurious loyalty, as mentioned in the previous section. If you plan to
rely on repurchase data as indicator, you must also investigate the reasons for the repurchase
behaviour.
Quite often, repurchase behaviour is the product of convenience, the result of simply having solutions
within easy reach of a buyer. Other times repurchase activity is motivated by a desire to minimise risk.
In this case, the incumbent vendor isn’t necessarily the best solution provider or least expensive, but it
continues to win business because the buyer hasn’t experienced failure or negative consequences with
the vendor.
As these scenarios about convenience and risk illustrate, repurchase activity has several motivators.
There is an argument here for ignoring the motivation as long as the repurchasing activity persists.
What companies must do is consider how to define brand loyalty around repurchase activity. Any
vendor will welcome repurchase activity from customers that is motivated by convenience or risk
avoidance, as well they should. We can all agree, however, that the most powerful motivation is true
devotion to a brand, because it is most impervious to competitive influence. Therefore, if you plan to
use repurchase behaviour as a loyalty metric, look past the data to understand the motivation.
Referral is perhaps the best-understood and appreciated loyalty measurement category. Many vendors
consider loyalty and referral as two sides of the same coin. It’s an easy category to understand:
customers refer others to brands in which they trust. One of the reasons referral is a strong indicator of
loyalty is because it takes a high degree of satisfaction with a brand for a customer to recommend it.
As with repurchasing behaviour, there are differences in reasons why customers give referrals, which
are illustrated with two questions a consumer might ask when in search of a solution.
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The first is “Do you know of anyone who provides (product or service)?” The response to this question
doesn’t always imply a recommendation. The second question is “Who do you recommend for (product
or service)?” Here, the response is clearly an endorsement. Companies that are interested in
measuring the referral dimension of loyalty routinely survey existing customers to ask if they would
recommend the company’s solutions to others.

The willingness to refer directly correlates to brand loyalty, because there is potential for
embarrassment if the recommended company fails to deliver as expected. To fully measure referral
activity, it’s useful to poll new customers to learn how they connected to a vendor–a company whose
brand following is growing should expect to see a percentage increase in the “referred by a friend”
response.
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All of the broad measurement categories discussed in this section are potential indicators of brand
loyalty. However, no single one of them is likely to provide the complete picture. A company should
look to its market, competitive factors, solution sales cycles and other relevant data to help understand
which metrics provide the best brand loyalty dashboard.

Brand Loyalty in the Digital World
The drivers of brand loyalty are not changed by the digital age in which we live, but digital
communication channels, particularly social media, magnify and accelerate the attraction or repulsion
to a brand. It is also easier for prospective customers to make a determination about the worthiness of
a brand before doing business with it, and completely outside the influence of that brand’s marketing
efforts.

To fully understand the effect of digital communications, consider the arithmetic of customer
satisfaction. Various studies continue to reinforce that satisfied customers share their affection for a
brand at a substantially lower rate than dissatisfied customers rant about their unhappiness with a
brand. In fact, the complaints are aired at a rate of about two or three times the rate at which praise is
given. Quite simply, unhappy customers go out of their way to tell anyone, but happy customers usually
give praise only when prompted by a query.

Social media in particular gives a voice to customers, and brands that are serious about cultivating
loyalty cannot afford to ignore social media as a tool that can help grow it. The fear that social media
simply provides disgruntled customers with a platform for airing grievances has led some companies to
shun social media. Companies with this fear fail to realise that the negative conversations of socialmedia bashing are occurring anyway, and all they’ve done is opt out of the ability to participate in and
moderate the discussions. The wise approach is to maintain an active presence in social media and
monitor discussions diligently. Disgruntled customers who air grievances represent an opportunity for
recovery, which often turns into praise and loyalty. And loyal customers will take to company-curated
social-media channels to express thanks. Social media therefore, even when used by customers to
express dissatisfaction, is a powerful tool for cultivating and measuring brand loyalty. It simply requires
commitment, empowerment and vigilance in monitoring discussions.
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Bottom Line
Customers stay faithful to brands that earn their trust. Loyalty is an emotional attachment that
begins with a relationship and is nurtured through quality service and dialogue. Businesses that
depend on product advantages or clever marketing campaigns to attract and retain buyers will remain
at a disadvantage compared to companies that concentrate on keeping established customers happy.
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Action Plan
Stage 1: Establish

Establish the Culture
1

Establish
Brand loyalty is very much a function of a company’s
service culture. This culture of service quality must
come from the top of the organisation and permeate
throughout. The place to begin when striving to cultivate

2

Define

brand loyalty is inside your company to assess the
culture and orient everyone toward serving customers in
a way that delights them.

3

Influence

§ Strong service cultures are defined by quality,
responsiveness and empowerment. Part of
assessing and refining your culture is delivering
quality products or services, understanding
customers’ expectations for responsiveness and

4

Measure

empowering customer-facing staff to take actions on
behalf of customers.
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Stage 2: Define

Define Loyalty
1

Establish

Begin by understanding whom you serve, so that you
can operate using their definitions of quality and
satisfaction. Do the research to understand the
parameters for loyalty from their point of view.

2

Define

Fundamentally you must understand why customers
choose products or services from vendors, why they
choose to stay with a vendor, and what causes them to
reconsider the relationship.

3

Influence

§ Regularly revisit the way you define loyalty,
because of the market forces that are constantly at
work to reshape how customers think. Social,
technological, economic, political and competitive

4

Measure

forces can rapidly change how customers view
loyalty to a brand.
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Action Plan
Stage 3: Influence

Influence Loyalty
1

Establish

Listening to customers is one of the best ways to
influence loyalty. Make sure that processes exist to
solicit complaints and ideas and to test customer
sentiment. These processes imply a commitment to

2

Define

respond to customers who use them, and in fact, the
resulting customer dialogues have tremendous power
to generate feelings of loyalty, because customers
value being heard. Social media is an excellent

3

channel for listening to and dialoguing with customers.

Influence
§ Reward current customers. Existing customers are
the richest opportunity for most businesses to grow.
They are the easiest to reach and influence, and

4

Measure

some level of trust already exists. Invest in these
relationships by making it clear that your business
does not take their business for granted. Rewards
can vary, and many have no cost. Simply training
customer facing staff to say “thank you” to
customers is effective for strengthening bonds.
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Action Plan
Stage 4: Measure

Measure Loyalty
1

Establish

§ Define metrics for a brand loyalty dashboard. The
right set of metrics isn’t the same for every
company but will probably include at least one
metric for retention, repurchase and referral.

2

Define
§ After defining your metrics, establish a mechanism
for collecting and tracking the data. Retention and
repurchasing data may be available from a data
warehouse or other internal systems, but collecting

3

Influence

referral data usually requires a survey.
§ Report on your metrics so that stakeholders can
actively manage programmes, offers and reward

4

Measure

systems that cultivate loyalty.
§ Build a Brand Loyalty Dashboard. Request our
Brand Loyalty Assessment Tool to help build
your dashboard.
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About Studiowide Academy

Successful businesses recognise the need to have their own internal marketing capability. Those who
have invested in this area are making strides above and beyond their competitors. Those who haven’t
are getting left behind.
Our Studiowide Academy supports Marketing teams to get stuff done, with practical tools and on-thejob coaching.
Our Chartered Marketing specialists identify best practices from peer groups and fast-growing
companies, to put together Frameworks & Toolkits, Guides & Reports, Training Courses, and Project
Templates.
While we do love sharing our marketing wisdom, we’re not just doing this to show-off. Our goal is to
help you optimise your processes, add structure to your department and get your team punching above
their weight.
Please contact us to see how we can help! Visit www.studiowide.co.uk

www.studiowide.co.uk

